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LED = Light-Emitting Diode

Holy grail of embedded engineers!
Getting To Blinky 4.0 by Contextual Electronics

Getting to Blinky 4.0 is a short video series introducing the key concepts of using the open source ecad software KiCad. You will be building a small blinking board to cover each of these concepts.

https://contextualelectronics.com/courses/getting-to-blinky/

Designing your own PCB with KiCad is cool and fun, but . . .

This is the Virtualization Devroom!

*I am not affiliated to CE. I did enjoy their videos.
Getting To Blinky: Virt Edition

Renesas Salvator-XS with R-Car H3
▶ 4x Cortex-A57, 4x Cortex-A53
▶ GPIO
▶ IOMMU, SATA, …

Control LED connected to GPIO on real hardware from Linux from sysfs†

```bash
# echo 371 > /sys/class/gpio/export
# echo high > /sys/class/gpio/gpio371/direction
# echo low > /sys/class/gpio/gpio371/direction
```

Can we control the LED from a guest, too?

†Or use the new chardev GPIO API.
QEMU
Emulation / Paravirtualization
QEMU+KVM
Kernel-Based Virtual Machine / Virtualization Extensions

Software Layering:

- **QEMU**: Virtualizes hardware and provides an interface for virtual machines.
- **KVM**: Provides additional hardware virtualization support.
- **Guest OS**: Operating system running in a virtual environment.
- **Host OS**: Operating system running on the physical machine.

Virtual Machine Architecture:

- **CPU**: Central Processing Unit.
- **RAM**: Random Access Memory.
- **I/O**: Input/Output.
- **MMU**: Memory Management Unit.

Interaction:

- **Userspace**: The application space where user programs run.
- **Guest Hardware**: The simulated hardware for the guest operating system.
- **Host Hardware**: The physical hardware of the host system.

Diagram:

- A flowchart illustrating the virtualization process, showing the interaction between QEMU, KVM, guest OS, and host OS layers.
Device Pass-Through
Virtual Function I/O
Virtual Function I/O: PCI

- Mature, simple, and standardized
- PCI configuration space (vendor/device ID, BARs, caps)

**Linux**

1. **Unbind PCI device from current driver:**
   ```bash
   # $dev=dddd:bb:ss:f
   # echo $dev > /sys/bus/pci/devices/$dev/driver/unbind
   ```

2. **Override matching of PCI device:**
   ```bash
   # echo vfio-pci > /sys/bus/pci/devices/$dev/driver_override
   ```

3. **Bind PCI device to **vfio-pci** driver:**
   ```bash
   # echo $dev > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/vfio-pci/bind
   ```

**QEMU**

```bash
# qemu ... -device vfio-pci,host=bb:ss:f[,]
```

- Other: vfio-ap, vfio-ccw, vfio-amba
Devices described in Device Tree

- Identification through `compatible` values
- Resources: `reg`, `interrupts`

- Properties (may be device-specific)
- Phandles
- Subnodes

⇒ More complex, less standardized

- Limited hardware support
  - AMD XGBE
  - Calxeda XGMAC
Virtual Function I/O: Platform Devices
vfio-platform

**Linux**

1. **Unbind platform device from current driver:**
   
   ```
   # dev=xxxxxxxx.foo
   # echo $dev > /sys/bus/platform/devices/$dev/driver/unbind
   ```

2. **Override matching of platform device:**
   
   ```
   # echo vfio-platform > \
   /sys/bus/platform/devices/$dev/driver_override
   ```

3. **Bind platform device to vfio-platform driver:**
   
   ```
   # echo $dev > /sys/bus/platform/drivers/vfio-platform/bind
   ```

**QEMU**

```
# qemu ... -device vfio-platform,host=$dev
```
Example: rcar-gpio

GPIO block controlling up to 32 GPIOs

gpio6: gpio@e6055400 {  
compatible = "renesas,gpio-r8a7795",  
  "renesas,rcar-gen3-gpio";  
reg = <0 0xe6055400 0 0x50>;  
interrupts = <GIC_SPI 10 IRQ_TYPE_LEVEL_HIGH>;  
#gpio-cells = <2>;  
gpio-controller;  
gpio-ranges = <&pfc 0 192 32>;  
#interrupt-cells = <2>;  
interrupt-controller;  
clocks = <&cpg CPG_MOD 906>;  
power-domains = <&sysc R8A7795_PD_ALWAYS_ON>;  
resets = <&cpg 906>;  
};
1. **Unbind GPIO6 from the `gpio-rcar` driver:**

   ```bash
   # echo e6055400.gpio > \
   /sys/bus/platform/drivers/gpio_rcar/unbind
   gpio gpiochip6: REMOVING GPIOCHIP WITH GPIOS STILL REQUESTED
   ```

2. **Override and bind GPIO6 to the `vfio-platform` driver:**

   ```bash
   # echo vfio-platform > \
   /sys/bus/platform/devices/e6055400.gpio/driver_override
   # echo e6055400.gpio > \
   /sys/bus/platform/drivers/vfio-platform/bind
   ```

3. **Failure:**

   ```bash
   -bash: echo: write error: No such device
   vfio: no reset function found for device e6055400.gpio
   vfio-platform: probe of e6055400.gpio failed with error -2
   ```
Why reset?
Reset device to known state
  ▶ **Before** guest starts using it
  ▶ **After** guest has used it

Device-specific VFIO reset driver, to be written for each and every device to be exported
Intermezzo: SoC Reset Topology & Linux Reset Subsystem

- Reset topology described in DT (`resets` properties)
- `include/linux/reset.h`: `reset_control_*()` API
- Generic solution for case A:
  - `vfio`: `platform`: Add generic reset controller support
  - (not yet accepted upstream)
Try #2

1. Unbind GPIO6 from the `gpio-rcar` driver:
   
   ```
   # echo e6055400.gpio > 
   /sys/bus/platform/drivers/gpio_rcar/unbind
   
   gpio gpiochip6: REMOVING GPIOCHIP WITH GPIOS STILL REQUESTED
   ```

2. Override and bind GPIO6 to the `vfio-platform` driver:
   
   ```
   # echo vfio-platform > 
   /sys/bus/platform/devices/e6055400.gpio/driver_override
   
   # echo e6055400.gpio > 
   /sys/bus/platform/drivers/vfio-platform/bind
   ```

3. **Failure:**
   
   ```
   -bash: echo: write error: No such device
   
   VFIO: No IOMMU group for device e6055400.gpio
   vfio-platform: probe of e6055400.gpio failed with error -22
   ```
Intermezzo: IOMMU and DMA

Why IOMMU?

- Address translation and protection for DMA-capable devices
- Maintain system integrity
  - Host ↔ Guest
  - Guest ↔ Guest

No DMA? ⇒ VFIO No-IOMMU mode

CONFIG_VFIO_NOIOMMU=y

# echo 1 > /sys/module/vfio/parameters/enable_unsafe_noiommu_mode
Intermezzo: When does a device use DMA?

### PCI

*Always assumed to be DMA capable*

-IOMMU hierarchy known from bus hierarchy*

### DT

*Difficult to know*

- *iommus* property present: yes
- *dmas* property present: yes
  
  Points to DMAC, which may (not) have *iommus* property
  
  ⇒ repeat question for DMAC device node

- Else: *maybe*

⇒ Better safe than sorry
Success #1

Linux is happy, proceed to QEMU

- QEMU has support for instantiating AMD XGBE and Calxeda XGMAC
- Let QEMU instantiate minimal rcar-gpio node:

```plaintext
platform@c000000 {
  ...
  e6055400.gpio@0 {
    reg = <0x0 0x50>;
    gpio-controller;
    #gpio-cells = <0x2>;
    interrupts = <0x0 0x70 0x4>;
    compatible = "renesas,rcar-gen3-gpio";
  };
};
```
1. Launch QEMU
   
   ```
   # qemu ... -device vfio-platform,host=e6055400.gpio
   ```

2. **Failure:**
   
   ```
   vfio error: e6055400.gpio: failed to open /dev/vfio/0: No such file or directory
   ```

   - /dev/vfio/noiommu-0 instead of /dev/vfio/0
   - Linux has support for *No-IOMMU Mode*
   - QEMU has not!
     
     Needs *vfio: No-IOMMU mode support* by Xiao Feng Ren
1. Launch QEMU
   # qemu ... -device vfio-platform,host=e6055400.gpio

2. Guest boots, GPIO driver is initialized:
   gpio_rcar c000000.e6055400.gpio: driving 32 GPIOs

3. Let’s control the LED
   # Export GPIO used for LED
   echo 491 > /sys/class/gpio/export

   # Turn LED off/on
   echo low > /sys/class/gpio/gpio491/direction
   echo high > /sys/class/gpio/gpio491/direction

4. **Failure**: Nothing happens
Intermezzo: SoC Power Management Topology

Multiple Hierarchical Power Areas, Clock Domain
Try #4

Needs PM Domain (Clock/Power Domain) handling!

- Device off ⇒ **undefined behavior**
  Nothing happens, reads back zeroes, exception, crash/lock-up (of the whole system!)

- Clock Domain: **Explicit clock management** Runtime PM

- Power Area: Runtime PM

- Solution: Host calls `pm_runtime_get_sync()` when guest opens VFIO device

  `vfio: platform: Fix using devices in PM Domains`
  (commit 415eb9fc0e23071f in Linux v4.18)

- Delegate to guest?
  - ✓ More fine-grained power control
  - X Inherently unsafe
Q: Does this work for input (button) too?
A: Worked out-of-the-box, after GIC fix

KVM: arm/arm64: vgic: Disallow Active+Pending for level interrupts
(commit 67b5b673ad4d4691 in Linux v4.17)
Other Devices?

- **sh-sci serial** (hacked driver, PIO only, by Kieran)
- **rcar-sata** (DMA, behind IOMMU)

- Does not work with Renesas IPMMU:
  
  ```
  vfio error: ee300000.sata: failed to setup container for group 0: No available IOMMU models
  ```

  Fixed after enabling `CONFIG_VFIO_IOMMU_TYPE1` in drivers/vfio: `Allow type-1 IOMMU instantiation with all ARM/ARM64 IOMMUs`
  (commit cf3f98c7f466a7c7 in Linux v4.20)

- **sata_rcar** does explicit clock management

  `ata: sata_rcar: Add rudimentary Runtime PM support`
  (commit 1ecd34ddf63ef1d4 in Linux v4.19)

- Add support for a new device?
  ⇒ Extend QEMU to instantiate the device in DT
Copy DT from host to guest instead of instantiating a fixed device node:

- Remap reg and interrupts properties
- Copy simple properties (no phandles!)
  ⇒ zero-sized or whitelisted
- Ignore properties handled by host
  (power management, isolation, pin control)
- Reject clocks if no PM
- Reject subnodes

⇒ Limited to simple devices

**hw/arm/sysbus-fdt: Add support for instantiating generic devices**
(not yet accepted upstream)
Example: rcar-sata

Host DT

```c
sata: sata@ee300000 {
    compatible = "renesas,sata-r8a7795", "renesas,rcar-gen3-sata";
    reg = <0 0xee300000 0 0x200000>;
    interrupts = <GIC_SPI 105 IRQ_TYPE_LEVEL_HIGH>;
    clocks = <&cpg CPG_MOD 815>;
    power-domains = <&sysc R8A7795_PD_ALWAYS_ON>;
    resets = <&cpg 815>;
    status = "disabled";
    iommus = <&ipmmu_hc 2>;
};
```

Guest DT

```c
platform@c000000 {
...
    ee300000.sata@0 {
        status = "okay";
        reg = <0x0 0x200000>;
        interrupts = <0x0 0x70 0x4>;
        compatible = "renesas,sata-r8a7795", "renesas,rcar-gen3-sata";
    };
};
```
Conclusions

- Devices on SoCs for embedded are usually not on a PCI bus
- IOMMUs are present, and virtualization is wanted
- Device Pass-Through makes sense for High-Bandwidth devices
  - SATA
  - Ethernet
  - GPU
  - ...
- Simple devices can be instantiated in a generic way
- More complex devices still need device-specific instantiation code
  ⇒ Provide helpers to ease implementation
Challenges & Limitations

- Clocks: not just used for power management
- DMACs: Follow `dmas` if no `iommu_group` is found
- Dividing complex devices up for host and (multiple) guest access
  - GPIOs on the same gpiochip
  - DMA channels on the same DMAC
  - Devices connected to multiple DMACs
  - Display pipelines sharing devices
  - Two devices in the same 4 KiB MMIO page

⇒ Hardware (SoC/board) designers should take virtualization into account

- DT binding schema checks may help in automatic classification of virt-safe devices?
Back to Blinky...

- Real world GPIO: relays, power switching, ...
- No high bandwidth, no DMA
- Better solutions for GPIO

PoC using Emulation: [qemu POC] Add a GPIO backend
- Backend: libgpiod
- Frontend: Existing PL061 on ARM virtual machine
- GPIO outputs only

```bash
# qemu ... -gpiodev e6055400.gpio,vgpios=0:1:2,gpios=11:12:13
```

- Paravirtualization ≈ libgpiod API?
- Extend to similar subsystems, like PWM? ⇒ RGB Blinky ;-) Real world: motor control, ...

# qemu ... -gpiodev e6055400.gpio,vgpios=0:1:2,gpios=11:12:13
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Device Pass-Through Using VFIO on R-Car SoCs
https://elinux.org/R-Car/Virtualization/VFIO

Linux side

QEMU side

"[PATCH v5] vfio: platform: Add generic reset controller support"
https://lore.kernel.org/lkml/2018111313131508.18246-1-geert+renesas@glider.be/

"[qemu POC] Add a GPIO backend"